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*Anal fistula plug for closure of difficult anorectal fistula*

*a prospective study*

Amsterdam, June 19th 2008.

Dear Editor,

We are very pleased to receive your comments and suggestions to improve our paper titled;

*The Anal Fistula Plug versus the mucosal advancement flap for the treatment of Anorectal Fistula (PLUG trial)*

Formatting changes requested

---

- Author list - The list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system. The authors (forename, initial (if any), surname) should be written identically and in the order in which they are listed in the submission system.

- Email address - Please include email addresses for all the authors on the title page. Each email address should be on a new line and should be preceded by the author's initials, not the full name in the following format-

  GSF: g.s.feder@qmul.ac.uk
  HS: hsohal@yahoo.co.uk
  SE: s.eldridge@qmul.ac.uk

- Abstract - Abstracts must be structured into Background, Methods/Design, Discussion. Please remember to also update the Abstract details on the submission page.

- Please remove the brackets surrounding the numbers on the reference list. However leave them in the manuscript text.

All the above revisions were done. We hope that we have satisfactorily answered all the items.

Yours sincerely,

P.J. van Koperen        J.F.M. Slors